2010 bmw 325

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Electronics
went nuts after two months' ownership. Car has been into a very, very good independent shop
three times for extended period. Techs spent many hours of their own time trying to diagnose.
Turned out we think to have been two modules going haywire separately and confusing the
main module. Turned out to be malfunctions in multiple electrical modules simultaneously. I'd
get warning lights and sounds periodically, chaotically, which would cycle inconsistently. What
turned out to be the module malfunctions affected the entire electrical system and were
extremely difficult to diagnose-it took a very good shop many hours over three visits each that
left me with no car for several days ; most of those hours they were kind enough not to charge
me for, out of their own frustration and determination to solve the problem. It's a common story,
but the BMW electrical systems are now absurdly over-engineered. I have owned three BMWs , ,
now and when I replace the I may or may not do what for the previous 20 years has been
unthinkable: Buy something other than a BMW. Rear directional light on passenger side".
Covered under warranty as result of Technical Service Bulletin". Problem comes and goes. The
entire lamp had to be replaced because the individual LEDs cannot be serviced apparently".
Needed to be replaced". Had to take car to a mechanic to decider". Had to replace entire taillight
housing". Had to buy new taillight assembly". One failed and then the other. Fix attemted at
service station but connection failed. Will replace. Motor failure. Was intermittent took some
time to isolate". The happened twice: June, and July, Not covered by extended warranty".
Dealer blamed driving on potholes. I think a design defect. Covered under warranty, thankfully".
This has happened to my car FOUR times in less than 90, miles. Part was discontinued and
dealer was not aware of bulletin that BMW issued two years ago. My car was in the shop for two
weeks while they figured it out". Upon leaving dealer from routine service, multiple warning
lights and audible warnings triggered. Took 3 days to isolate a failed module in a six sensor
harness". The light indicating I'm running on a "run flat" tire and I wasn't. Check engine light
comes on and goes off. I hate the run flat tires; I prefer a real spare". Entire assembly needed
replacement. After 6 month. BMW contacted; indifferent! Check by mechanic shows some
problem with fuel system, diesel exhaust fluid injection system or EGR. Repeated repairs
provide a temporary fix but the light come on again and it has been like this for a". The flap is
opened by a vacuum actuator and is closed by a spring return that uses a coil spring. It has
caused the check engine light to go on. I made an appointment to get the car serviced at BMW
dealer. Turns out nothing was wrong -- it was just the gas cap. Months later check engine light
on again. I stopped by the dealership to see if they could just check and let me know what was
needed so I could make an appointment. Not possible, I had to make an appointment to get this
checked". Catalytic converter failure likely correlated. It is suggested to replace them about
every 75k miles. BMW ended up paying for this service under an extended fuel system warranty.
My local mechanic did not have the equipment to properly replace them, so we towed vehicle to
BMW dealer. Dealer replaced the parts and coverVery good customer service experience with
BMW on this item". Twice the car has just stopped on the freeway, the other time was for a blow
out on a run flat - yes I said on a "run flat. The tank had to be replaced due to the lines being an
integral part of the tank. Shortly there after the codes for failed catalytic converter's which hade
to be replaced about two weeks later". Fuel pump and controller were replaced but the real
problem was the glow plug". Replaced fuel tank, pump. During the repairs bmw performed a coil
pack service bulletin also. All these repairs were covered under Bmw emissions warrantee 15
years or , miles.. Very dangerous when the car completely lost all power. Diagnosis identified
the fuel pump. Further investigation: BMW had received many complaints and had a recall was
discovered. I took it to a dealership not where I bought it and complained. I was delighted that
they replaced the fuel pump, no charge. The problem was eventually after three months
resolved". After waiting several years, BMW finally issued a warranty extension for this part
only and it was replaced. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. Typically then idles very low and get a warning "engine malfunction,
reduced engine output. Can be dangerous on the road". However, upon my pressing the service
advisor, BMW covered the cost of valve cover gasket". Quick oil change places don't always
replace both oil filter gaskets which has caused leaks. They were replaced as a part of the

vehicle extended warranty associated with the emission system. There was no cost to me for
the repair. Suddenly became major. Oil filter housing gasket leak described by a dealer as a
known defect repaired as a goodwill gesture arranged with BMW. I haven't seen any leakage
and won't have this service unless I do. My car is a mechanical dream and an electrical
nightmare". Cost to pull the compressor, locate and patch leak is prohibitive". This happened
on my BMW as well. I had to pay out of pocket for that one. The extended warranty covered it for
my At the end of the day they seem to be only interested in servicing vehicles under warranty
System passed all checks. I bought this vehicle used and do not think the system was
functioning to start with. I've had the system". Not sure if it is the evaporator or condenser.
Have not had it repaired. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. The other problems were due for
maintenance". Typical modern BMW, components are no longer made to last. Break pads were
worn down to o mm. Had to replace calipers, rotors and pads. Both front wheel brake system
repaired. Brakes had never been worked on, not even new brake pads, which were still OK. I'm
an easy driver So, how did this happen? Not very happy about it : ". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Had to replace battery at 5 yrs, miles which is understandable. It's in the trunk
and is easy to access". Starting the car always worked, but it started to not crank as vigorously
as usual. One cell was diagnosed as being defective. The battery was about 4 years old.
Replacing the battery on this vehicle is extremely expensive. This is the second time I have had
to replace the battery. BMW ought to find a way to make the battery replacement a less onerous
expense! Replaced under warranty - and there was a TSB". I cost a small fortune to have it
replaced". Dealer said there was a bad coil. Replaced spark plugs, cylinder 5 coil and still can't
stop misfire". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. Required 3 service appointments before correction". Sometimes it just keeps
skipping; sometimes it starts in a random place on the CD". Concerned after market upgrade
may cause other issues with vehicles electronics". BMW basic radio system very "basic".
Exploring after market to solve both issues and ad backup camera". Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. I will have this done". Had to replace both. Shock had fluid leaking from it".
Thankfully my dealer has free loaners and I got a really nice X3. Poor design for maintenance.
After-effects require monitoring and revisiting all the adjacent components. Engine mounts
needed to be replaced. Valve cover gasket leaking and replaced. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. The head has
been sent to a machine shop where it will be dipped for cleaning. It is being covered under CPO
warranty". Replacement of low pressure sensor". I will say that the very complicated folding top
has worked flawlessly for me over 18 months of ownership. But the leaks reduce the pleasure of
owning the car, however. Have not attempted to repair yet. Dealer charged a fortune but it did
not really fix it". I believe it is common with the make. People view BMW as a premium brand but
interior noises are common. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. I had experienced failure of one glow plug and was getting intermittent failure
information on a second glow plug. The engine coolant was only reaching C and on this
particular car the thermostat should open at 88 so the car runs at C. In cold Canadian winters,
when the engine does not reach its full temperature the glow plugs stay on longer than they
should which". It was not an inexpensive repair. Overall, the repair costs for BMWs are too high.
Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Previous models had voluntary
recall. I believe this could be extended to my model. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling
, loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Did not experience water in the boot as a
consequence. Plastic worn out". The dealer replaced the drive shaft and differential on the first
visit. Both were covered under the BMW extended warranty I purchased". My car was parked for
2. BMW provided a rental car for my use. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Was repaired under warranty". Turn off car, wait 60 sec, turn on car , warning and
failsafe mode go away. Has happened twice in past year. Dealer says: uncertain if real issue.
Car barely worth that, so living with it for now". Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Also the driver side step-in is chipping paints. The tires only last about a year
and half and very expensive. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account

information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Many people think of the
3 Series as the quintessential sport sedan. The smooth and quick i is a delight to drive, with a
refined powertrain, agile handling and a firm, yet supple and controlled ride. Fit and finish are
excellent, but the cabin is snug. A stronger engine improves acceleration and still manages
good fuel economy, but seat revisions reduced comfort. There are 9 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all
Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Body control module "Bought car used from reputable dealer late September Had to take car to
a mechanic to decider" John W. Covered under warranty, thankfully" Kumar S. Repeated repairs
provide a temporary fix but the light come on again and it has been like this for a" Anonymous,
NY BMW 3 Series d 3. Not possible, I had to make an appointment to get this checked"
Anonymous, VT BMW 3 Series i xDrive Fuel injection system "Intake manifold carbon'ed up,
required complete dis assembly, cleaning, replacement of the engine computer and all of the
injectors" Patrick C. Shortly there after the codes for failed catalytic converter's which hade to
be replaced about two weeks later" Joe C. The problem was eventually after three months
resolved" Robert W. Can be dangerous on the road" Kara-Vinny P. Antilock system ABS "Three
times the car gave me a master warning light that I had to stop, not drive the car and turn
everything off as the car had a major electrical failure It always seemed to start with the brakes"
Paul C. The other problems were due for maintenance" Michael C. Not very happy about it : "
Michael T. Battery not hybrid or electric "Battery warning message. It's in the trunk and is easy
to access" Mat A. I cost a small fortune to have it replaced" James R. CD player "CD rejects
good discs Main electronic problem was multiple defective anti-lock wheel sensors sending
warnings to the car control panel. Required 3 service appointments before correction" Robert
W. Sometimes it just keeps skipping; sometimes it starts in a random place on the CD" Jon S.
Concerned after market upgrade may cause other issues with vehicles electronics" Harry S.
Exploring after market to solve both issues and ad backup camera" Harry S. Alignment "Need
special equipment to align properly - not local shops" Peter H. Shock had fluid leaking from it"
Peter H. Cylinder head "The d is currently in the shop with the head removed due to carbon
buildup. Air or water leaks "I mentioned all in the previous section" Saldinger G. Overheating
"Overheated and had to replace the entire cooling system" William M. In cold Canadian winters,
when the engine does not reach its full temperature the glow plugs stay on longer than they
should which" Steven L. Catalytic converter "Needed to be replaced. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "Rubber sealant molding around base of rear window loosened and needed to be
glued back into place. Driveshaft or axle "I had a vibration that was not cured by new tires. Car
barely worth that, so living with it for now" John M. Convertible top "When it rains, the
convertible top leaks. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Acura TSX. BMW 3
Series. Infiniti G. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than
the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. An inflator explosion may result in sharp metal fragments
striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Read Recall Details.
These inflators may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure
to high absolute humidity, high temperatures, and high temperature cycling. What should you
do:. BMW will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver air bag. On X5 and X6 vehicles,
only the inflator will be replaced. All repairs will be performed free of charge. The recall began
March 11, Owners may contact BMW customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. A loss of electrical power can cause the vehicle to stall, increasing the risk
of a crash. The connection of the positive battery cable at the fuse box terminal may degrade,
resulting in an intermittent loss of electrical power. BMW will notify owners, and dealers will
replace and secure the positive battery cable connector, free of charge. The recall began August
14, Note: This recall is an expansion of a previous recall, number 18V A loss of electrical power
to the vehicle can cause the vehicle to unexpectedly stall, increasing the risk of a crash. The
connection of the positive battery cable at the fuse box terminal may degrade over time,
possibly resulting in an intermittent loss of electrical power. BMW will notify owners, and

dealers will replace the positive battery cable connector and secure it with an improved method,
free of charge. The recall began on June 29, An electrical short can cause the parts within the
PCV valve to melt, increasing the risk of a fire, even when the vehicle is not in use. The heater
for the positive crankcase ventilation PCV valve may short circuit. Interim letters were mailed on
November 27, Owners will receive a second notification by the end of October Wiring that
overheats could cause the electrical connectors to melt, and increase the risk of a fire, even
when the vehicle is unattended. The wiring and electrical connectors for the system that
controls air flow for the heating and air conditioning system may overheat. BMW will notify
owners, and dealers will replace the wiring and electrical connectors, free of charge. Owners
will receive a second notice when the remedy becomes available. In the event of a crash
necessitating deployment of the driver's frontal air bag, the inflator could rupture with metal
fragments striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Upon
deployment of the driver's frontal air bag, excessive internal pressure may cause the inflator to
rupture. BMW will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver's frontal air bag module or
inflator depending on the vehicle model, free of charge. The recall began March 9, If the bolts
loosen or break the engine may have reduced power or stall. An engine stall increases the risk
of a crash. In the affected vehicles, the bolts that secure the housing for the variable camshaft
timing adjustment VANOS unit can loosen over time and may possibly break. In addition,
owners of approximately , model year BMW vehicles equipped with inline 6 cylinder engines not
covered by this recall, will receive an extended warranty to address this condition. The recall
began on September 24, Owners may contact BMW at If there is a loss of electrical power to the
vehicle, the vehicle may unexpectedly stall, increasing the risk of a crash. BMW is recalling
certain model year 1-Series coupes and convertibles manufactured December through
September ; and 3-Series coupes and convertibles manufactured March through October ;
3-Series sedans manufactured March through October ; 3-Series sports wagons manufactured
March through June ; and Z4 vehicles manufactured March through June In February , BMW
recalled , vehicles. In July , BMW informed the agency that it was adding 1-Series, 3-Series, and
Z4 vehicles, representing an additional 12, vehicles. The total number of vehicles being recalled
is now , The connector for the positive battery cable connector and the corresponding terminal
on the fuse box may degrade over time. Over time, the high current flow and heat from electrical
resistance may lead to a breakage of the connection, and a loss of electrical power to the
vehicle. The recall began on March 13, This condition could cause the fan motor to become
inoperative, or cause the motor circuit board in the assembly to overheat, potentially leading to
a fire in the engine compartment. This recall involves aftermarket parts sold by Valeo. A
metal-oxide semiconductor may overheat due to insufficient screwing of the semiconductor on
the aluminum heat sink. This primary failure could cause adjacent components on the fan
assembly motor circuit board to overheat and short. Valeo will notify owners and replace the
fans free of charge. The safety recall began on August 22, This recall is being conducted by
Valeo, not by BMW. For further information, owners may contact Valeo at Show More. Check
Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. No finagling! No back and forth with the numbers!
Upfront and dare I say honest!! Ivan and his finance manager were beyond personable!! So very
easy to talk to.. And the creme de la creme of it all? Ivan is a Packers fan!! At first they were
very helpful, fast response, found the vehicles I was looking for. When I said there were two
cars I wanted, both at Jeff Wyler but different states, they were less than helpful. Great truck
and nice people but the truck was not cleaned. Although we decided to buy a vehicle at another
dealership, I highly recommend this dealership. Clean, lots of amenities, friendly staff - they
know how to treat customers! The dealer was fine. They allowed me to drive the car to my
mechanic and he said to not buy the car. There was undercarriage damage that apparently was
not reported on CarFax. Contacted several times. Got auto emails and 2 calls from different
sales reps saying they would check on the car and call me back. They never did. I ended up
buying a car elsewhere even though I liked the one they had. No follow through. Salesman was
very short It was a fast and simple sale. Buyer beware! Engine light came on, on the way home.
Walk before you buy anything. Very dishonest. The process was quick and easy and ruben was
awesome! Thank you for the great customer service. Purchased vehicle after taking it on test
drive. There was no pressure. Rob was very personable. My wife loves the vehicle. I would
recommend this dealership to anyone who may ask. Very respectful people undecided on
purchasing but will keep in mind as I continue my search for a vehicle. The BMW 3 Series offers
cheap vinyl upholstery as a base, and has some annoying designs with regard to control layout.
This is the vehicle that so many attempt and fail to usurp. BMW's 3 Series has grown up a lot

over the last three decades, but still manages to offer the purest driving experience available.
After several upgrades in , the 3 Series, introduced in , is virtually unchanged for , with HD radio
now standard, redesigned wheels for the i, and optional automatic high beams the only
additions. Versatility has always been a strong point in the 3 Series, offered in coupe,
convertible, wagon, and sedan configurations, with the option of rear-wheel drive RWD or
all-wheel drive AWD almost across the board, and your choice of turbocharging or natural
aspiration. Because of this, the 3 Series can be set up as a weekend asphalt eater, an upscale
mobile office, or a leisurely top-down cruiser. Equipped properly, it even makes a damn fine
commuter. Leading the lineup is the hp, 3. The s get a turbocharged version of the 3. Both
engines come standard with a six-speed manual transmission, although an automatic is
available with the same number of cogs. Choosing AWD will drop 1 mpg in both categories in all
trims except the xi, which maintains 17 mpg in city driving. Most impressive is the 3. The 3
Series has continually delivered the class standard for handling, and some trims go so far as to
rival the most competent street machines out there, some far above its class and price point.
The base suspension and tires start off better than most in the class, and it only gets better
from there, with an optional sport suspension and low-profile tires that deliver a connection to
the road that is literally unparalleled. Even the convertible offers a solid ride with none of the
cowl shake or reverberation common to the design. Sadly, the cabin of the 3 Series represents a
glaring low point in the vehicle that goes beyond the now expected criticisms of the iDrive
system. In fact, BMW claims to have improved the iDrive system of late, something with which
the critics agree. Unfortunately, there are still many complaints to be seen, mostly centered
around ergonomics with regard to line of sight and even reach. Hard plastics are unicorn-rare,
and the soft-touch materials and leather upholstery have the appropriate upscale feel and
ambiance for the class. Noise is well controlled, too, with refined engines and insulated interiors
that make conversation easy. Tire noise increases with the sport suspension and low-profile
tires, but never enough to annoy or intrude, and even the convertible offers a muted
atmosphere that allows you to hear front and rear passengers alike, top up or down â€” a switch
that can be accomplished via power in just 23 seconds. Cargo room is also sparse, falling below
class averages. All 3 Series trims come with dual front and front-side airbags, and all except the
convertible come additionally with rear-side head-protecting airbags. Convertibles get
automatically deploying roll bars that activate in the event of tip or rollover. Antilock four-wheel
disc brakes are also standard, as is an anti-skid system. Coupes and convertibles also get
daytime running lights, but others are strangely excluded. That said, even though the 3 Series is
priced relatively conservatively for a vehicle of its class, it still has quite a price tag. For that
price, the little issues that owners have had with regard to cabin ergonomics, and the base vinyl
upholstery, weigh even more on the mind. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller:
Ikechukwu. Atlanta, GA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Private Seller: Patrick. Authorized BMW Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Even entering its fifth year
of production, the BMW 3 Series remains the best entry-level luxury sedan you can buy. After
four full years on the market, you'd think someone would have come up with an entry-level
luxury car to rival the current BMW 3 Series. Perhaps by now an automaker would have bribed a
BMW engineer to fork over the blueprints, or maybe had its CEO take a 3 Series, hand it to his
engineers and say, "Here, copy this. For unparalleled driving excellence, the BMW 3 Series is
still where it's at. As is typically the case, BMW has relentlessly improved this 3 Series since its
debut in For '07, the i's twin-turbocharged inline-6 debuted, an engine that has been showered
with critical praise ever since, and a sleek coupe and retractable-hardtop convertible also joined
the lineup. For '09, the sedan and wagon's controversial taillight design was rectified, and a
gloriously torquey and fuel-efficient turbodiesel inline-6 became available for the sedan. Heck,
BMW even managed to fix iDrive last year, thanks to a proliferation of physical buttons and a
much-improved menu structure. All of that partly explains why the 3 Series is still the most
desirable car in its class, even at the ripe old age of five. The other part is the inherent
goodness of its chassis. Quite simply, no other entry-level luxury model can match the 3 Series'
exquisite combination of athletic handling and premium ride comfort. Even the base suspension
setup is more capable than most, but the Sport package really brings the 3 into focus, giving it

sports-car-grade cornering capabilities without the slightest hint of impact harshness. The
performance numbers are impressive in themselves, but this car transcends them -- it feels
even more confident and composed than those numbers suggest. The BMW 3 Series has long
been America's best-selling luxury car, and we see no reason why it won't retain its crown.
Automotive journalists and consumers agree that the 3 is the segment leader, which highlights
its irresistible appeal to enthusiasts and casual drivers alike. But even as the twilight of this
model's production run approaches, the 3 Series continues to reign supreme. The BMW 3
Series is available in sedan, wagon, coupe and hardtop-convertible body styles. The base model
for all styles is the rear-wheel-drive i, while the coupe, sedan and wagon also come in
all-wheel-drive i xDrive guise. All but the wagon are available as the rear-drive i, while the sedan
and coupe can be had in i xDrive form. The range-topping sedan model is the diesel-powered d.
Standard equipment on the i models includes inch wheels, heated side mirrors, premium
leatherette vinyl upholstery, automatic climate control and a speaker CD stereo with HD radio
and an auxiliary input jack. Coupe and convertible versions come with slightly more equipment,
including a sport-tuned suspension on the coupe and a power-retractable hardtop on the
convertible. In addition to its more powerful engine, the i adds inch wheels, xenon headlights
and power front seats with driver memory. The d is similarly equipped but includes xenon
headlamps and a sunroof. The Premium package adds leather upholstery heat-reflective in the
convertible , auto-dimming mirrors, Bluetooth connectivity, BMW Assist telematics and, on i
models, a sunroof and power seats with driver memory. The Sport package specifies a firmer
suspension on convertibles, sedans and wagons the coupe already has this as standard and all
get larger wheels, sport seats and steering wheel, and special "Shadowline" exterior trim. The
Climate package adds heated front seats and steering wheel, retractable headlight washers and
fold-down rear seats though the latter are unavailable in the convertible. Many of these items
can be had as stand-alone options. The i models are powered by a 3. The i gets a 3. The d
boasts a twin-turbocharged diesel engine rated at hp and an enormous lb-ft of torque. All
gasoline-powered models come standard with a six-speed manual shifter, while a six-speed
automatic with available paddle shifters is optional standard on the d. In performance testing,
we've clocked a i sedan with the manual transmission from zero to 60 mph in 6. We've tested a
variety of i sedans and coupes, and they consistently require a bit more than 5 seconds to reach
60 mph. The d did the sprint in 5. According to the EPA, the i gets mpg in the city, mpg on the
highway and mpg combined, depending on body style and powertrain. Standard safety
equipment on the BMW 3 Series includes antilock disc brakes, stability control, front-seat side
airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. The convertible lacks the side curtains, but the
regular front side airbags extend up to head level and there are also pop-up rollover hoops. The
stability control system integrates several features designed to improve braking performance,
such as periodically wiping the brake rotors dry when the windshield wipers are in use and
automatically snugging the pads to the rotors when the driver abruptly lifts off the throttle. In
government crash tests, the sedan and wagon received four out of five stars for frontal collision
protection and five stars for side protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the
3 Series the top rating of "Good" in its frontal-offset crash test. The 3 Series also scored a
"Good" for side crash protection except for the convertible, which received the second-lowest
"Marginal" score. Driving is what the BMW 3 Series does best. The i's naturally aspirated
inline-6 is otherworldly in its smoothness from idle to redline, and it has enough power to suit
most tastes. Those in search of something more will be well-served by the twin-turbo i, which
maintains the i's refinement while adding a huge wallop of torque that's always on tap. The d is
perhaps the biggest hoot of them all, serving up face-flattening torque off the line and a
uniquely muscular soundtrack while using the least fuel of the bunch. When the going gets
twisty, the 3 Series' sublime suspension, steering and brakes will provide endless
entertainment. Sport package-equipped models can even keep pace with many genuine sports
cars. At the same time, the 3 Series is a wonderful long-distance cruiser, boasting both a supple
ride and a hushed cabin. The 3 Series' long-running double act is truly extraordinary: It speaks
the language of driving enthusiasts, yet its upscale image and comfortable interior give it
unrivaled mass appeal. Classic analog gauges, sensible ergonomics and a restrained overall
aesthetic combine to create a pleasant driving environment, though there's less visual pizzazz
here than in some rivals. The base seats are comfortable and supportive, the Sport package's
purpose-built seats even more so. Materials and build quality are exceptional; even the standard
leatherette vinyl upholstery looks and feels better than one would expect. The convertible's
available heat-reflective leather does a wonderful job of keeping occupants' posteriors cool. The
revised iDrive electronics interface that comes with the optional navigation system is not only
greatly improved over its confusing predecessor, but also one of the best interfaces of its kind.
The rear seats are adequately roomy for adults on shorter trips, but taller passengers will

complain that their heads are crammed into the roof. Trunk space is average in sedans and
coupes, while the wagon offers a maximum cargo capacity of 61 cubic feet. The convertible
offers a reasonable cargo hold when the hardtop is up, but predictably shrinks considerably
when the top is lowered. Available styles include i 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW 3 Series. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Limited interior storage space,
compromised rear headroom, options can inflate price quickly. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. An automatic high-beam
function is newly optional across the lineup. Read more. Write a review See all 56 reviews. We
have been moving from Toyota to BMW in the past years. After having a 7 and 3, we just got this
i and like it even better. I thought my bmw's are fast, but this one is even faster. One week and
miles later, I can't believe I waited so long. The diesel engine has a deep, satisfying growl at low
speeds, but is almost silent on the freeway, the best of both worlds. After babying it for several
hundred miles, I allowed myself the pleasure of flooring it to pass someone. OMG - on an uphill
grade, but seconds later they were a distant dot in my rear view mirror. I've been smiling a lot in
this car! Read less. I have always driven "sensible" cars, Camry, Taurus, Etc. My last car was a
Maxima and believe me I loved it until now. I decided I wanted a BMW. I went to the dealership
with intentions of buying and I did. I wasn't looking for the i turbo but once I drove it I knew it
was mine. I drove from Florida to Pennsylvania this weekend and it was a dream. This car
handles better than any car I ever had, hugs the road without outside noise. Seats, took awhile
for me to figure out all the adjustments, are very comfortable. Being petite I often have trouble
with the seats, not this car. My one complaint-the seat belt doesn't adjust so it crosses against
my neck and not comfortable. Fun to drive when it was in my possession. Repair shops have
had "ownership" of this vehicle an estimated 6 months of my 3. For what the car is worth I've
had turbos replace, replaced the valve cover myself due to pcv crack, injectors replaced, fuel
pump replaced so I've spent almost half of the cars worth in repairs!!!!!!. Maintenance wise just
a nightmare, but a fun car to drive. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the 3 Series. Sign Up. Even entering its fifth year of production, the BMW 3 Series remains
the best entry-level luxury sedan you can buy. After four full years on the market, you'd think
someone would have come up with an entry-level luxury car to rival the current BMW 3 Series.
Perhaps by now an automaker would have bribed a BMW engineer to fork over the blueprints, or
maybe had its CEO take a 3 Series, hand it to his engineers and say, "Here, copy this. For
unparalleled driving excellence, the BMW 3 Series is still where it's at. As is typically the case,
BMW has relentlessly improved this 3 Series since its debut in For '07, the i's twin-turbocharged
inline-6 debuted, an engine that has been showered with critical praise ever since, and a sleek
coupe and retractable-hardtop convertible also joined the lineup. For '09, the sedan and
wagon's controversial taillight design was rectified, and a gloriously torquey and fuel-efficient
turbodiesel inline-6 became available for the sedan. Heck, BMW even managed to fix iDrive last
year, thanks to a proliferation of physical buttons and a much-improved menu structure. All of
that partly explains why the 3 Series is still the most desirable car in its class, even at the ripe
old age of five. The other part is the inherent goodness of its chassis. Quite simply, no other
entry-level luxury model can match the 3 Series' exquisite combination of athletic handling and
premium ride comfort. Even the base suspension setup is more capable than most, but the
Sport package really brings the 3 into focus, giving it sports-car-grade cornering capabilities
without the slightest hint of impact harshness. The performance numbers are impressive in
themselves, but this car transcends them -- it feels even more confident and composed than
those numbers suggest. The BMW 3 Series has long been America's best-selling luxury car, and
we see no reason why it won't retain its crown. Automotive journalists and consumers agree
that the 3 is the segment leader, which highlights its irresistible appeal to enthusiasts and
casual drivers alike. But even as the twilight of this model's production run approaches, the 3

Series continues to reign supreme. The BMW 3 Series is available in sedan, wagon, coupe and
hardtop-convertible body styles. The base model for all styles is the rear-wheel-drive i, while the
coupe, sedan and wagon also come in all-wheel-drive i xDrive guise. All but the wagon are
available as the rear-drive i, while the sedan and coupe can be had in i xDrive form. The
range-topping sedan model is the diesel-powered d. Standard equipment on the i models
includes inch wheels, heated side mirrors, premium leatherette vinyl upholstery, automatic
climate control and a speaker CD stereo with HD radio and an auxiliary input jack. Coupe and
convertible versions come with slightly more equipment, including a sport-tuned suspension on
the coupe and a power-retractable hardtop on the convertible. In addition to its more powerful
engine, the i adds inch wheels, xenon headlights and power front seats with driver memory. The
d is similarly equipped but includes xenon headlamps and a sunroof. The Premium package
adds leather upholstery heat-reflective in the convertible , auto-dimming mirrors, Bluetooth
connectivity, BMW Assist telematics and, on i models, a sunroof and power seats with driver
memory. The Sport package specifies a firmer suspension on convertibles, sedans and wagons
the coupe already has this as standard and all get larger wheels, sport seats and steering wheel,
and special "Shadowline" exterior trim. The Climate package adds heated front seats and
steering wheel, retractable headlight washers and fold-down rear seats though the latter are
unavailable in the convertible. Many of these items can be had as stand-alone options. The i
models are powered by a 3. The i gets a 3. The d boasts a twin-turbocharged diesel engine rated
at hp and an enormous lb-ft of torque. All gasoline-powered models come standard with a
six-speed manual shifter, while a six-speed automatic with available paddle shifters is optional
standard on the d. In performance testing, we've clocked a i sedan with the manual
transmission from zero to 60 mph in 6. We've tested a variety of i sedans and coupes, and they
consistently require a bit more than 5 seconds to reach 60 mph. The d did the sprint in 5.
According to the EPA, the i gets mpg in the city, mpg on the highway and mpg combined,
depending on body style and powertrain. Standard safety equipment on the BMW 3 Series
includes antilock disc brakes, stability control, front-seat side airbags and full-length side
curtain airbags. The convertible lacks the side curtains, but the regular front side airbags
extend up to head level and there are also pop-up rollover hoops. The stability control system
integrates several features designed to improve braking performance, such as periodically
wiping the brake rotors dry when the windshield wipers are in use and automatically snugging
the pads to the rotors when the driver abruptly lifts off the throttle. In government crash tests,
the sedan and wagon received four out of five stars for frontal collision protection and five stars
for side protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the 3 Series the top rating
of "Good" in its frontal-offset crash test. The 3 Series also scored a "Good" for side crash
protection except for the convertible, which received the second-lowest "Marginal" score.
Driving is what the BMW 3 Series does best. The i's naturally aspirated inline-6 is otherworldly
in its smoothness from idle to redline, and it has enough power to suit most tastes. Those in
search of something more will be well-served by the twin-turbo i, which maintains the i's
refinement while adding a huge wallop of torque that's always on tap. The d is perhaps the
biggest hoot of them all, serving up face-flattening torque off the line and a uniquely muscular
soundtrack while using the least fuel of the bunch. When the going gets twisty, the 3 Series'
sublime suspension, steering and brakes will provide endless entertainment. Sport
package-equipped models can even keep pace with many genuine sports cars. At the same
time, the 3 Series is a wonderful long-distance cruiser, boasting both a supple ride and a
hushed cabin. The 3 Series' long-running double act is truly extraordinary: It speaks the
language of driving enthusiasts, yet its upscale image and comfortable interior give it unrivaled
mass appeal. Classic analog gauges, sensible ergonomics and a restrained overall aesthetic
combine to create a pleasant driving environment, though there's less visual pizzazz here than
in some rivals. The base seats are comfortable and supportive, the Sport package's
purpose-built seats even more so. Materials and build quality are exceptional; even the standard
leatherette vinyl upholstery looks and feels better than one would expect. The convertible's
available heat-reflective leather does a wonderful job of keeping occupants' posteriors cool. The
revised iDrive electronics interface that comes with the optional navigation system is not only
greatly improved over its confusing predecessor, but also one of the best interfaces of its kind.
The rear seats are adequately roomy for adults on shorter trips, but taller passengers will
complain that their heads are crammed into the roof. Trunk space is average in sedans and
coupes, while the wagon offers a maximum cargo capacity of 61 cubic feet. The convertible
offers a reasonable cargo hold when the hardtop is up, but predictably shrinks considerably
when the top is lowered. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car

you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used BMW 3 Series Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Limited interior storage space,
compromised rear headroom, options can inflate price quickly. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the 3 Series for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up
for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. An automatic high-beam function is newly optional across the lineup. Read
more. Write a review See all 56 reviews. Warning lights frequently on, 3 dmgd rims. Regret
purchasing car. Primarily chosen for it's hardtop convertible. Dash lights frq on even after being
serviced! Rims not strong enough for poor road conditions here in new England i. Poor sound
system. Great gas mileage. Powerful and attractive, that's about it. In 10 months had to go to the
dealer about 10 times. I had sebring convertible,put same mileage on it, had no problems. BMW
is unreliable to me. It is otherwise nice looking car, fun to drive. Love my retro hard too
convertibie. Been a bmw owner since My last bmw was crushed by a tree and did not hestitatr
to return to get another bmw. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result
No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 3
Series. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

